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Hoover was made to appear dour and taciturn and, quite un-
fairly, callous to the people's plight. An oft-repeated wise-
crack observed that the Great Engineer had quickly drained,
ditched and dammed the C9untry. His career illustrates the
ironies of a public man's reputation* In the First World War
his entry into the American home and kitchen as the counselor
of conservation had made him a symbol of friendly efficiency,
thrift and the homely precepts of "hooverizing/* Meanwhile
in 1916 and again in 1919 his labors in feeding the starving
millions of Europe had invested him with the magic of the
hero as provider. When the Great Depression came, he was
expected somehow to duplicate this miracle of social engi-
neering, although there was no longer an outside source from
which largess could be tapped for a distressed people. These
earlier experiences, however, had confirmed Hoover in his
faith that voluntary cooperation and community effort were
the answer to all emergencies. With such schooling and his
temperament of a Manchester liberal, Hoover worked long
and late over the puzzle of the economic collapse.
The most acute problem was relief. Traditional American
ideas about relief sprang not from modern Britain, with its
"soul-destroying dole/' but from English poor laws dating
back at least to Queen Elizabeth. It was commonly believed
that charity pauperizes those who receive it, that public re-
lief and politics are inseparable and, above all, that such dis-
bursements are "something for nothing/' Aid to the indigent
thus tended to become a local responsibility, given as grudg-
ingly and humiliatingly as possible in order to discourage
spongers and point up the disgrace of poverty. The bleak
horror of the poorhouse was thought to be salutary.
In a virgin and agrarian nation local relief had not worked
too badly; it was cushioned by the neighborliness which
Americans liked to think was a national trait. Later, private
philanthropy through the channels of charity-organization
societies and the Red Cross had tempered the harshness of
municipal relief* It was natural for the president to turn to

